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Billy the cat was rescued from an abandoned house. In their home on the Balmoral Estate, Billy functions as Fraser's
guardian - under no circumstances leaving his aspect at mealtimes and bedtimes or whenever he's feeling low. Billy
purred, laid his paws across Fraser plus they possess been inseparable ever since. Slowly but surely Billy has
transformed Fraser's life.SUCH AS A Road Cat Named Bob, this story will touch the hearts of all those who read it.
Fraser was a two-year-old autistic child with a variety of problems when he first fulfilled Billy at the cat protection
shelter. Their profound bond has immeasurably improved their lives and the family's. And brought them lots of hilarious
and touching moments along the way. Fraser's mom Louise has watched her boy move from being a child prone to
stress, tantrums and sudden psychological meltdowns to today a much calmer, much less moody four-year-old whose
future looks a whole lot brighter.
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I am using this book mainly because my manuscript for my ... But so far as the book - it had been fantastic. Because of
this, I was interested to learn Louise Booth's real-life story of the significance of their rescued cat Billy to the well-
being of their child Fraser. Four Stars enjoyed reading it INTRIGUING An excellent, heartwarming account of the special
relationship between an Autistic boy and his cat. I appreciated the book so much, getting it entertaining and readable.
Of course it may have got helped that I'm a cat lover and have a special interest in the autistic spectrum but I'd also
recommend it to anyone who loves a feel good story involving children and animals. Loved this book Loved this book.
This easy read therefore nice and endearing. I do wish that Billy remains with the Booth household for many years to
come. Just what a little hero this furry angel is definitely! I live with cats and also have experienced how in tune they are
with me and how they act if I am ill, attentive, or in an amorous mood with them. It really is informed from the mother's
viewpoint and with the utmost truth in describing the roller-coaster emotions of what it is prefer to live with an autistic
child and the calming effect Billy got on all this. Very well written and really made you end and think how they coped
throughout the early elements of frasers lifestyle until Billy arrived.Have previously told many people specifically cat
lovers to read the reserve ASAP, would make a lovely gift. A Grand Story I adore my cat, Saska and frequently feel there
is something special about his presence in our lives. Transcribing the book into Braille for the Library of Congress. I
can't wait to share this piece with close friends, family, and coworkers. In the event that you either love children
(especially people that have a unique needs, such as autism) and cats - you will like this publication!! I am an owner of 2
gorgeous cats who we both cherish. I fell deeply in love with Fraser and his poignant relationship with billy , I've known
for years the amount of cats get a bad rap as they truly are beautiful beings who intuitively understand when things are
not quite right , they help with keeping us grounded and are especially proficient at teaching us to like life even
more.Reading Fraser met billy is usually a godsend for all the parents with special demands children , to become voice
for the child and for the child to grow and find out. Completely beautiful, heartwarming story. You'll find nothing to
dislike concerning this book truly amazing , thank you !! Nevertheless, it was a straightforward and uplifting examine.
There is absolutely no doubt that this cat had such a heavy effect on Fraser and his development. What a wonderful
story. Gave me plenty of insight about autism in children. Beautiful! My center went to Louise and Chris for the constant
challenges life has brought them and how billy helped Fraser turn into a calmer and sweeter boy - this story will truly
inspire and be a delight to learn . Animals are really powerful creatures - it's amazing what they can do for a person.!
AllisonM Five Stars Great read. This is a grand story and extremely engaging. A super special cat named Billy has a
calming effect on a very special autistic boy named Fraser This is an excellent story about an autistic boy named Fraser
who includes a special cat named Billy. Fraser and Billy live with his parents Louise and Chris and his sister Pippa on the
Balmoral Estate in Scotland where his dad works as an electrician. Billy assists Fraser become more such as a normal
child compared to the angry, upset, and over stimulated toddler he was originally. This tale is truly inspiring. Amazing
story I loved this story right from the first page. There's no issue Fraser's cat Billy can be special and has a sixth sense
about this little boy.! This tale is created with a British and Scottish flair in the sense that there are terms like Sod's
rules (meaning Murphy's Laws), nappy (signifying diaper), and Hogmanay (Scotland's New Yr celebration) that are not
typically portion of the American dialect.! Love the Book, itself This wasn't in the problem it was supposed to be in - a
chunk of pages were bent. I am by using this book simply because my manuscript for my certification for Braille. When
Fraser met billy - a match manufactured in heaven My husband found this publication for me, because of my passion for
autism and my love of cats!
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